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Chapter 6

ADAPTIVE POWER MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
FOR IEEE 802.11 WIRELESS AD HOC NETWORKS

Zi-Tsan Chou∗

Networks and Multimedia Institute,
Institute for Information Industry, Taipei 106, Taiwan

Abstract

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) consists of mobile stations, which are often
powered by batteries, without the aid of fixed infrastructure. Due to slow advancement
in battery technology, the design of power management protocol, which operates at
the medium access control (MAC) layer, becomes critical. In this chapter, we first
described IEEE 802.11 power management, which is currently the most popular
MAC standard. However, 802.11 is non-adaptive from the viewpoint of idle duty
cycle. Intuitively, the larger the duty cycle, the more frequently the station wakes
up, the shorter data reception delay the station may perceive. On the flip side, the
smaller the duty cycle, the less frequently the PS station wakes up, the more battery
power the station can save. We definitely hope that a PS (power saving) station can
adaptively tune its duty cycle according to its remaining battery energy or network
traffic conditions. Hence we reviewed some adaptive synchronous power management
protocols, including DPSM [14], AQEC [1], and FAPM [5, 7]. However, timing
synchronization is difficult especially in multi-hop MANETs. When PS stations get
out of synchronization, the above-mentioned protocols may completely fail. Then we
reviewed some asynchronous power management protocols, including GQPM [19]
and WSF [23]. However, they may completely fail when some PS stations have
different schedule repetition intervals (SRIs). This implies that they are non-adaptive.
Hence we introduced the AAPM [6], in which each PS station can dynamically adjust
its SRI. Finally, we conclude this chapter by discussing the pros and cons of the
reviewed protocols and give some future research directions.
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Figure 1. (a) An example of a single-hop MANET, where all stations are close enough
to communicate each other directly. (b) An example of a multi-hop MANET, where the
packets sent from the source station may be relayed by several intermediate stations before
reaching the destination.

1. Introduction

As shown in Fig. 1, a mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a network consisting of a set
of mobile stations without the aid of wired infrastructure, such as base stations or access
points. Due to to the proliferation of mobile devices and low cost of installation, the appli-
cations of the MANET are getting more and more important, especially in the emergency,
military, entertainment, and outdoor business environments. Since mobile stations (e.g.,
PDAs, laptops, and smart phones) are often powered by batteries, the finite and nonrenew-
able battery power of mobile stations represents one of the greatest limitations to the utility
of MANETs. It is well known that, due to technology limitations, the battery capacity will
not be dramatically boosted in the not-so-distant future. Therefore, it is essential to in-
vestigate power saving (PS for short) strategies to prolong the lifetime of both individual
stations and the network. One way to reduce the energy consumption is simply using the
low-power hardware components. Another way is to adopt the software-controllable power
management protocol which can periodically put the wireless interface into the doze state.

Most modern wireless network interface can be in one of the following states: trans-
mitting state, receiving state, idle listening state, and doze state. The experiment result [2]
shown in Fig. 2 indicates that the power consumptions in the first three states have similar
order of magnitude. Surprisingly, the power consumption in the idle state is only slightly
less than that in the receiving state. This is because, in the idle state, the wireless interface
still needs to continuously listen to the wireless medium for potential communications. In
the doze state, the network interface is disabled (the majority of the components are com-
pletely shut down), thus consuming very low power. To converse energy, a mobile station
has to put itself into the doze state. However, in this state, it cannot transmit nor receive.
This means that if a station sends a frame to the station currently in the doze state, then that
frame is certainly lost. Thus the keys to the success of a power management protocol are:
1) for a sleeping station, it should determine when to wake up to receive the pending frames
and 2) for a sending station, it should predict when its PS destination will wake up, thus
delivering buffered data to it at the right time.
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Figure 2. Power consumption of the Cabletron 802.11 network interface card in different
states. These measures are reported in [2].
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Figure 3. An example of 802.11 power management operation in an infrastructure WLAN.

1.1. IEEE 802.11 Power Management

Due to the promotion by Wi-Fi Alliance [20], IEEE 802.11 [11] is currently the most pop-
ular MAC (medium access control) standard for wireless local area networks (WLANs).
802.11 defines two different types of WLANs: one is the infrastructure WLAN, and the
other is the ad hoc WLAN (also known as the single-hop MANET). The former is composed
of an access point (AP) and a finite set of mobile stations. Although, in this chapter, we
focus the power management on ad hoc networks, we first look at how 802.11 power man-
agement operates in an infrastructure WLAN. In 802.11, time is divided into fixed-sized
beacon intervals (BIs). At the start of each BI, known as the TBTT (target beacon trans-
mission time), the AP is responsible for broadcasting the beacon frame, which can be used
for clock synchronization. As shown Fig. 3, when station X wants to send a data frame to Y,
it cannot directly send that data frame to Y, since X does not know whether Y is currently
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Figure 4. An example of 802.11 power management operation in a single-hop MANET.

in the doze state. Instead, it should first send that data frame to the AP using the DCF (dis-
tributed coordination function) procedure [11]. On the other hand, when station Y wants
to switch to the PS mode or to change the value of listen interval (LI), it should send the
reassociation frame to notify the AP of this decision and its determined value of LI, where
LI is defined as the number of BIs during which a PS station may sleep. After that reassoci-
ation request is granted, station Y can switch to the PS mode and should wake up every LI.
Fig. 3 depicts that, after two LIs went by, station Y wakes up to examine the TIM (traffic
indication map) carried in the beacon frame. The TIM contains a list of associated stations
for which data frames are buffered at the AP. Upon recognizing that a data frame destined
for it currently buffered at the AP, station Y remains awake for the entire BI and issues the
PS-Poll frame to the AP. Then the AP relays that data frame to Y, and Y acknowledges its
receipt.

The 802.11 power management in an ad hoc WLAN operates as follows. As shown in
Fig. 4, every PS station should wake up prior to each TBTT and wait for a random backoff
time to contend for broadcasting a beacon frame, which is mainly used for clock synchro-
nization. During the entire ATIM (announcement traffic indication message) window, all
PS stations must remain awake. If station Y intends to send buffered data frames to the PS
destination X, Y should first unicast an ATIM frame to X during the ATIM window (AW
for short). Upon receipt of an ATIM frame, the station X shall reply an ATIM-ACK. Then
both X and Y will remain awake for the entire BI. PS stations that neither transmitted nor
received an ATIM frame may return to the doze state at the end of the AW. After the AW
concludes, station Y uses the DCF procedure to send buffered data frames to X, and X then
acknowledges its receipt. For a more detailed presentation, please refer to [11].

1.2. Challenges in Single-Hop MANETs

We notice that, in 802.11, the length of AW, AW , is fixed. However, how to determine
the appropriate value of AW is not an easy task [14, 21]. If AW is too short, then source
stations may have not enough time to contend for sending ATIM frames especially when
the network load is heavy. If AW is too large, then PS stations may waste significant energy
on idle listening especially when no ATIM frames are sent during the AW.

On the other hand, when comparing with Fig.3 and Fig.4, we can find that the PS station
in an infrastructure WLAN can conserve more energy than that in an ad hoc WLAN since
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Figure 6. In this example, k = 3 and station X sends 15 futile ATIM frames before receiving
an ATIM-ACK from Y.

the former can wake up in every LI, while the latter has to wake up in every BI. Naturally,
we hope that a power management in an MANET can also support the feature of LI, where
the LI in an MANET can be defined as the number of BIs between two adjacent AWs. For
example, the LI of station X (denoted by Lx) in Fig. 5 is 3. If the operation of 802.11 power
management does not change, while the LI of a PS station can be no less than two, then the
problem of forever loss of ATIM frames may occur. As shown in Fig. 5, when X has data
for Y at time T1, it will continue sending ATIM frames during its AWs, if an ATIM-ACK
is not received, until the retry limit of ATIM frame is reached. Since Lx = Ly = 3 and the
offset between their starting-points of entering to the PS mode, O(X,Y), is two (in units of
BI length), the ATIM frames sent from X to Y (or Y to X) are always lost. A simple way to
overcome this problem is shown in Fig. 6: when station X has data for Y at time T2, it will
wake up in every BI and send k ATIM frames to Y during the AW, where 1 ≤ k ≤ retry
limit = 5. The philosophy of this approach is that X blindly keeps sending ATIM frames
and believes that Y will wake up one day. Obviously, if Ly is very large, X may waste
significant bandwidth on sending many futile1 ATIM frames. Worse, since 802.11 and this
method do not perform neighbor maintenance, it will be difficult for X to determine when
to stop sending ATIM frames since X is unable to tell whether Ly is extremely large or Y
is in fact not its neighbor.

1An ATIM frame is called futile when it is sent to the destination currently in the doze state.
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Figure 8. Because of out of synchronization, PS stations, X and Y, are unable to receive
each other’s beacon or ATIM frames.

1.3. Challenges in Multi-Hop MANETs

In the previous subsection, we focus our attention on the single-hop MANET. When design-
ing a power management protocol for the multi-hop MANET, we have to face the following
challenges:

1) Beacon contention. In 802.11, every station has to periodically compete with others
to broadcast its beacon at around TBTT. Due to the deficiency of backoff mechanism and
the lack of acknowledgements, the beacon broadcast procedure defined by 802.11 is highly
unreliable. Worse, the higher the nodal density, the severer the beacon contention and
collisions. As a result, the out of synchronization problem easily arises [10].

2) Timing synchronization. In [3, 24], the authors have proposed industrial strength
TSFs (timing synchronization functions) which can control the maximum clock difference
in a single-hop MANET under 20 µs. However, Fig. 7 shows that, even though we assume
no collisions occur in beacon broadcast, synchronization in the multi-hop MANET is still
a tough task. Worst, the authors of [23] argued that, without an external time server, it is
impossible for any PS stations to determine when the synchronization process in a multi-
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hop MANET is finished in a distributed manner. Although the Global Positioning System
(GPS) can simplify the synchronization problem, it is not necessarily true that all future
mobile stations will be equipped with GPS receivers. Fig. 8 shows that, once stations get
out of synchronization, IEEE 802.11 power management mechanisms may completely fail
since PS neighbors may forever lose each other’s beacon/ATIM frames.

3) Neighbor maintenance. For an active station, it may be unaware of some PS stations
at its neighborhood since PS stations purposely reduce their transmitting activities. For a PS
station, it may be unaware of some stations at its neighborhood since its listening activity
is confined to the ATIM window. Worse, without a consistent common reference clock,
a PS station may wake up too late to hear neighbors’ signals. Such incorrect neighbor
information may be an obstacle to many existing protocols, such as zone routing protocol
[8], whose success relies on the accurate neighbor table. Worst, since PS stations do not
stand much chance of being detected, if some of them constitute a vertex cutset, whose
removal will disconnect the network, then the PS-induced network partition problem [19,
22] may arise.

1.4. Chapter Outline

The existing power management protocols can be roughly classified into two categories:
synchronous and asynchronous. The former, such as 802.11, can normally operate on the
premise that PS stations can easily synchronize their clocks, while the latter can work well
without the need of synchronization. Hence synchronous power management protocols are
suitable only in single-hop MANETs, while asynchronous ones can be suitable in multi-
hop MANETs. One of the yardsticks for evaluating the goodness of a power management
protocol is the idle duty cycle, which is defined as the fraction of time during which the PS
station stays awake and there is no data traffic. For example, in ad hoc WLANs, the idle
duty cycle of 802.11 is fixed and equal to AW/BI , where BI denotes the length of BI. In
an infrastructure WLAN, the idle duty cycle of 802.11 is tunable and equal to Tbeacon/L,
where Tbeacon is the time for receiving the beacon and L is the length of LI. Intuitively, the
larger the duty cycle, the more frequently the station wakes up, the shorter data reception
delay the station may perceive. On the flip side, the smaller the duty cycle, the less fre-
quently the PS station wakes up, the more battery power the station can save. Designing
a power management protocol with adaptive duty cycle control is an important yet chal-
lenging research topic. For example, in an ad hoc WLAN, the LI of every station must be
fixed at one; otherwise 802.11 will completely fail. On the other hand, to overcome the
out of synchronization problem, several asynchronous power management protocols have
been proposed in the literature. However, almost existing asynchronous power management
protocols [12,19,22,23] require that all PS stations must have the same SRI (schedule repe-
tition interval, defined in Section 3.); otherwise they may completely fail. This fact implies
that, from the viewpoint of duty cycle, they are non-adaptive.

The goal of this chapter is to survey representative, state-of-the-art, adaptive power
management techniques for synchronous (single-hop) and asynchronous (multi-hop)
MANETs respectively. More specifically, for synchronous MANETs, we first present the
DPSM [14], in which each PS station can dynamically tune its ATIM window size ac-
cording to observed traffic conditions. Then we describe the adaptive grid quorum-based
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power management protocol, called AQEC [1], in which the PS station does not have to
wake up every BI, thus outperforming DPSM in many situations. However, due to the lack
of neighbor maintenance and the defect of load-based duty cycle control, PS stations in
AQEC may waste significant energy on sending many futile ATIM frames. Hence we intro-
duce the FAPM protocol [7], which not not solves the challenges mentioned in subsection
1.2., but also achieves better energy efficiency than AQEC by using the CL-quorum space
(defined in Section 2.) and fuzzy control techniques. For asynchronous MANETs, we start
to present the methods proposed in [19], which are the first asynchronous power manage-
ment protocols in the literature. Then we describe the methods proposed in [12, 22, 23],
which improve the results of [19] via the cyclic difference set techniques. However, these
protocols [12, 19, 22, 23] are non-adaptive in terms of SRI. Hence we present the AAPM
protocol proposed in [5], which not not solves the challenges mentioned in subsection 1.3.,
but also arms the PS station with dynamic SRI adjustment ability by using the AA-quorum
space (defined in Section 3.). Finally, we conclude this chapter by showing the pros and
cons between synchronous and asynchronous power management, and pointing out some
future research directions.

2. Adaptive Synchronous Power Management

In this section, we present three representative adaptive synchronous power management
protocols, called DSPM [14], AQEC [1], and FAPM [5, 7], in subsections 2.1., 2.2., and
2.3., respectively.

2.1. DPSM

In 802.11, the length of the AW, AW , is fixed. However, according to the simulation results,
the authors of [21] reported that none of the fixed-sized ATIM windows can perform well in
all situations. Hence the authors of [14] proposed several energy conserving optimization
techniques, called DPSM (dynamic power saving mode), for 802.11. Specifically, DPSM
defines a finite set A of ATIM window sizes and each allowed AW is called a level. In [14],
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as possible. (c) Since Y received the marked ATIM frame, it increases its AWy by one
level.

the authors set BI = 100 ms and A = {2 ms, 4 ms, · · · , 26 ms}. Thus there are 13
different levels in DPSM. Importantly, in DPSM, each PS station should increase its level
(the current value of AW ) if one of the following rules is satisfied.

1) When the number of unannounced pending ATIM frames is large. This means that
the current ATIM window size is too small for the PS station to send an ATIM frame for
each destination that has pending data. Thus that station will increase its AW by one level.

2) Receiving an ATIM frame after the AW ends. We use the example shown in Fig. 9
to illustrate the rationale behind this rule. Since station X sends an ATIM frame to Y, and
Y replies an ATIM ACK to X, both X and Y will remain awake for the entire BI. If after
Y’s AW concludes, Y still receives ATIM frames, Y believes that its AW may be not large
enough. In this case, Y will increase its AW by one level.

3) Receiving a marked ATIM frame. We use the example shown in Fig. 10 to illustrate
the rationale behind this rule. In the AW, station X can send up to k ATIM frames to Y,
where 1 ≤ k ≤ retry limit. As shown in Fig. 10(a), in the t-th BI, if X did not receive an
ATIM ACK from Y during its AW, AWx, X conjectures that Y may close its AW too early.
Therefore, in the (t + 1)-th BI, X will transmit the marked ATIM frames to Y as early as
possible. Once Y received a marked ATIM frame, Y will increase its AW by one level from
the (t + 2)-th BI.

On the other hand, if a PS station can successfully announce one ATIM frame to all
destinations in its current AW and none of the above-mentioned AW -increasing rules is
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sends 45 futile ATIM frames before receiving an ATIM-ACK from Y. In this example, the
futile ATIM-frame ratio is 45/46 = 97.8%.

satisfied, then that PS station can safely infer that its current AW is big enough. In this
case, that PS station will decrease AW by one level from the next BI. Simulation results
in [14] confirms that each PS station in DPSM can adapt its AW to fit traffic load changes,
thus attaining better energy efficiency than 802.11.

2.2. AQEC

The authors of [1] observed that all PS stations in DPSM still need to wake up in every
BI (i.e., LI is fixed at one), which may incur unnecessary awakeness and energy expense
especially when load is light or data traffic exhibits ON-OFF characteristics. Hence they
proposed the AQEC (adaptive quorum-based energy conserving) protocol, which operates
formally as follows. For each PS station in AQEC, the sequence of BIs is divided into
groups such that each group, called quorum group interval (QGI), consists of continuous
Q BIs, where

√
Q ≥ 1 is an integer. As shown in Fig. 11, in each QGI, the Q BIs are

arranged as a
√

Q ×√
Q grid in a row-major manner. Each PS station can randomly select

one row and one column from an arbitrary
√

Q ×√
Q grid as its quorum beacon intervals

(QBIs) within a QGI; while the residual BIs are all sleep beacon intervals (SBIs). For
example, refer to Fig. 11, the QGI of station X is 4 and the QGI of station Y is 16. Besides,
X (Y, respectively) selects the {0, 1, 2}-th ({0, 4, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15}-th, respectively) BIs as
its QBIs within every consecutive 4 (16, respectively) BIs. Refer to Fig. 11, when X has
data for Y at time T3, it will wake up at every QBI and send up to the retry limit number
of ATIM frames within an AW until an ATIM-ACK is received from Y. On the basis of
grid quorum property, the authors of [1] proved that, if stations X and Y are neighbors, the
QBIs of X and Y will meet in finite time regardless of their offset and individual QGIs. To
take advantage of the dynamic QGI adjustment ability, AQEC employs the fixed threshold
scheme such that each PS station can dynamically adjust its QGI based on traffic arrival
load. More specifically, each PS station in AQEC tunes the value of QGI, Q, according to
the following rule.

Q =















1, if 12 Kbps ≤ load,
4, if 9 Kbps ≤ load < 12 Kbps,
9, if 6.67 Kbps ≤ load < 9 Kbps,

16, if load < 6.67 Kbps.

(1)
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Simulation results in [1] show that AQEC outperforms DPSM [14] in most situations.
However, reference [7] pointed out that AQEC suffers from two major drawbacks. 1) Since
AQEC does not perform neighbor maintenance, if Y is not a neighbor of X, X will defi-
nitely wastes energy and bandwidth on sending an enormous amount of futile ATIM frames,
which may cause the network more congestion, thus raising the possibility that other sta-
tions should spend more energy on collisions and retransmissions. 2) As shown by equation
(1), a PS station in AQEC uses the fixed threshold scheme to set its QGI according to traffic
arrival rate. From Fig. 12, we can find that the destination’s QGI oscillates rapidly and
sharply. Worse, during the ON period, the QGIs of source and destination pair almost to-
tally do not match. The reasons are as follows. While the source station can tune its QGI
according to the precise arrival rate, its PS destination can tune its QGI only based on the
observed traffic load. Since the PS destination does not wake up very often, it can hardly
derive the actual data arrival rate of the source station. Refer to Fig. 11, when the QGIs
or QBIs of the source-destination pair do not match, the source station may waste energy
sending many futile ATIM frames before receiving an ATIM-ACK. Let us define the futile
ATIM-frame ratio by dividing the total number of futile ATIM frames by the total number
of sent ATIM frames. The simulation results in [7] reported that, in the ON-OFF traffic
scenarios, the futile ATIM-frame ratio of AQEC can be around 80%. This implies that, in
AQEC, the energy waste on control frame overhead is significantly large.

2.3. FAPM

A PS station operating in an infrastructure WLAN needs to wake up only in every LI and
the length of LI is tunable. However, in an ad hoc WLAN, all PS stations have to wake up
in every BI. This motivates us to design a new power management protocol, called FAPM
(fuzzy adaptive power management) [5, 7], to support the feature of LI in ad hoc WLANs.
For FAPM, we design three new BI structures which are very similar to that of 802.11.
Based on these new BI structures, FAPM consists of four parts: a scalable beacon broad-
cast procedure [22], a neighbor maintenance procedure, a data frame transfer procedure,
and a dynamic LI adjustment procedure. The scalable beacon broadcast procedure assures
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that the probability of successful beacon broadcast is relatively high and insensitive to the
nodal density, thus alleviating the beacon contention problem substantially. The neighbor
maintenance procedure assures that any two PS neighbors can discover each other in finite
time regardless of their offset and their individual LIs. The data frame transfer procedure
ensures that the source station can send data frames to its PS destination without wasting
many futile ATIM frames. The dynamic LI adjustment procedure ensures that, when receiv-
ing a non-real-time flow, a PS destination can adaptively adjust it LI such that the average
delay constraint can be met.

2.3.1. Structures of Beacon Intervals

As shown in Fig. 13, we design three types of beacon intervals for FAPM: normal beacon
interval (NBI), BW-only beacon interval (BBI), and sleep beacon interval (SBI). The first
two kinds of BIs are collectively called awake beacon intervals (ABIs). The structures of
these beacon intervals are defined as follows.

1) Each NBI (refer to Fig. 13(a)) starts with the beacon window (BW) followed by
the notification window (NW). In our design, the BW and NW together constitute the AW.
During the BW, only beacon frames are allowed to send. On the other hand, a station can
broadcast a beacon frame only in its BW. The purpose of the AW in 802.11 is used for a
PS station to receive the notification that it should remain awake after the end of the AW
because there is pending data. Similarly, in FAPM, the NW is used for exchanging ATIM
related frames.

2) Each BBI (refer to Fig. 13(b)) begins with the BW. After the BW concludes, a PS
station may enter the doze state.

3) During the SBI (refer to Fig. 13(c)), a PS station may doze off during the entire BI.
The purpose of BBI and SBI is for a PS station to further reduce its energy consumption

as compared with the NBI. It is noteworthy that, in IEEE 802.11, at each TBTT, every
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Figure 14. (a) The probability mass functions of the random variables B and B. (CW = 31
and q = 0.8.) (b) Success probability of a beacon broadcast versus number of contending
stations.

station should wait for a random backoff before sending a beacon frame. If a beacon arrives
before the backoff counter has expired, the pending beacon transmission should be canceled
[11]. However, in FAPM, each station should persist in explicitly sending its beacon even
others’ beacons have been heard. This is because, in FAPM, each PS station uses the beacon
frame to advertise its newly determined LI and RBI (defined in subsection 2.3.4.).

2.3.2. Scalable Beacon Broadcast Procedure

In 802.11, after each TBTT, each station prepares to contend for beacon broadcast. After the
DIFS medium idle time, the station shall then generate a random backoff period SlotTime×
B, where 0 ≤ B ≤ CW , for an additional deferral time before sending a beacon. In 802.11,
B is a random variable with discrete uniform distribution over the set {0, 1, 2, . . . , CW},
and we have

Pr[B = b] =
1

CW + 1
0 ≤ b ≤ CW . (2)

However, in our scalable beacon broadcast procedure, B is a reverse truncated geomet-
ric random variable with parameter q, 0 < q < 1. And we assign

Pr[B = b] =

{

qCW if b = 0,
(1 − q)qCW−b if 1 ≤ b ≤ CW .

(3)

Note that, in FAPM, when the medium is determined busy at any time during the backoff
stage, the stations that have not sent their beacons yet shall reset the backoff timer and
perform the scalable beacon broadcast procedure again. Fig. 14(a) plots the probability
mass functions of the random variables B and B, where CW = 31 and q = 0.8. Let
PU [m] and PG [m] denote the probability that at least one of the m stations succeeds in
beacon broadcast by using 802.11 and scalable beacon broadcast procedure, respectively.
From Fig. 14(b), we can see that PG [m] is very close to 0.9 and decreases very slowly
with an increasing number of contending stations. On the contrary, PU [m] drops sharply
and rapidly as the number of competing stations increases. This result confirms that the
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Figure 15. (a) The NBI/BBI schedule table stored in a mobile station. For practical consid-
erations, the table size is fixed and Li ≤ 37. (b) Comparison of idle duty cycle for FAPM
versus AQEC. (We assume that the lengths of BW, AW, and BI are fixed at 8, 25, and 100
ms, respectively.)

scalable beacon broadcast procedure can effectively relieve the beacon contention problem
remarkably. The magic behind the scalable beacon broadcast procedure is that we let the
probability of selecting smaller backoff time is much smaller than that of larger backoff
time such that the expected number of contending stations selecting the smallest backoff
time is very close to one.

2.3.3. Neighbor Maintenance Procedure

From Fig. 16(a), we can see that, given Lx = Ly = 7 and O(X,Y) = 1, if there are
only SBIs between two adjacent NBIs, X and Y are definitely unable to receive each other’s
beacon/ATIM frames. We know that, for a PS station, the BWs take on the burden of
announcing its presence and detecting the existence of neighbors. This means the chance
for two PS neighbors to discover each other relies on the overlaps of their BWs. Hence
a PS station should put enough BBIs between two adjacent NBIs. Thus in FAPM, an LI2

of length L consists of a mixture of (B − 1) BBIs and (L − B) SBIs, and then followed
by a must-have NBI, where 1 ≤ B ≤ L. Before introducing the neighbor maintenance of
FAPM, we need to define the CL-quorum space [7], which is named after the designer of
FAPM.

Definition 1. Let Li ≥ 1 be an integer and A(Li) = {b1, · · · , bm} be a subset of
{0, 1, · · · ,Li − 1}. A collection of pairs C = { (Li,A(Li) ) }1≤i≤` is called a CL-
quorum space if it satisfies the following properties: P1) For all Li, A(Li) always in-
cludes 0. P2) For all Li, Li must be one or an odd prime. P3) For any integer h, we
define h ⊕ A(Li) = {h + bj mod Li | for all bj ∈ A(Li)}. Then for all Li, we require
A(Li) ∩ (h ⊕A(Li)) 6= ∅.

2The FAPM’s LI structure defined in Fig. 16, although seemingly different, is functionally and logically
equivalent to that shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 16. Two examples of the neighbor maintenance in FAPM. Note that some arrows
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selects {1, 3, 0} as its ABI-set, yet from the viewpoint of X, Y’s ABI-set is {4, 6, 3}. (b)
This part shows that X and Y discover each other at the 5-th and 12-th reference BIs.

For example, let (L1,A(L1)) = (7,A(7)) = (7, {1, 3, 0}) and (L2,A(L2)) =
(11,A(11)) = (11, {1, 2, 5, 0}), then C = {(7,A(7)), (11,A(11))} is hence a CL-quorum
space since P1) both A(7) and A(11) include 0, P2) both L1 = 7 and L2 = 11 are prime,
P3) for any integer h, say h = 4, A(7) ∩ (4 ⊕ A(7)) = {0, 1, 3} ∩ {4, 5, 0} = {0} 6= ∅

and A(11) ∩ (4 ⊕A(11)) = {0, 1, 2, 5} ∩ {4, 5, 6, 9} = {5} 6= ∅.
The neighbor maintenance of FAPM operates formally as follows. Every station in

FAPM stores the same NBI/BBI schedule table, such as Fig. 15(a), which is indeed a CL-
quorum space C = { (Li,A(Li) ) }1≤i≤`. A PS station can adjust the length of LI according
to the observed delay and residual battery energy. Once the value of LI L is determined,
refer to Fig. 15(a), that PS station looks up the NBI/BBI schedule table to set the positions
of NBI and BBIs in the LI. Let us define the ABI-set A(L) as the set that consists of the
positions of NBI and BBIs in the LI L. Importantly, we have the following importantly
theorem.

Theorem 1. The FAPM guarantees that, if no collisions in beacon broadcast, any two PS
neighbors, X and Y, are able to discover each other in finite time regardless of their offset
O(X,Y) as well as their individual LIs, Lx and Ly.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that X entered the PS mode earlier than Y by
O(X,Y) = h BIs. Besides, X and Y choose (Lx,A(Lx)) and (Ly,A(Ly)) as their (LI,
ABI-set), respectively. Note that, by P1, we ensure that the NBI is in the ABI-set. In what
follows, we will prove this theorem by showing that one of X’s ABIs will meet one of Y’s
ABIs in bounded time. Let us consider two cases.
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Case 1) Lx = Ly. Refer to Fig. 15, we can find that both X and Y select the same (LI,
ABI-set) pair. Thus A(Lx) = A(Ly). On the other hand, although Y chooses A(Ly) as its
ABI set, refer to Fig. 16(a), Y in fact sets h ⊕ A(Ly) as its ABI-set from the viewpoint of
X. Since P3 ensures that there exists an element bx in Ax ∩ (h⊕Ay) 6= ∅, this implies that
X’s bx-th ABI and Y’s (bx − h mod Ly)-th ABI will meet at the same time. The proof of
this part thus follows.

Case 2) Lx 6= Ly . Refer to Fig. 16(b), we can find that, for any bx ∈ A(Lx) and
by ∈ A(Ly), X’s bx-th BI (also ABI) in the LI Lx can meet Y’s by-th BI (also ABI) in the
LI Ly if and only if the following linear equation has positive integer solutions (p, q).

Lx · p + bx = O(X,Y) + Ly · q + by. (4)

Take Fig. 16(b) for example, X’s 1st BI and Y’s 3rd BI can meet each other at the 12-th
reference BI since 11 ·1+1 = 12 = 2+7 ·1+3. According to Diophantine’s theorem [17],
the equation (5) has infinitely many positive-integer solutions only when gcd(Lx,Ly) is a
divisor of O(X,Y) + by − bx. The proof of this part follows from P2 that Lx and Ly are
relatively prime. �

Fig. 15(b) depicts that when the QGI in AQEC is close to the LI in FAPM, the idle
duty cycle (defined in subsection 1.4.) of FAPM can be only 0.26 times that of AQEC. This
implies that FAPM is much more energy-efficient than AQEC.

2.3.4. Data Transfer Procedure and Dynamic LI Adjustment Procedure

Now we present how a station in FAPM sends a data frame to its PS neighbor. Since the PS
station is not always awake, the source station must predict when the PS destination will
wake up, sending data frames to it at the right time without wasting futile ATIM frames.
To attain this goal, each beacon frame should include LI and RBI (the Remaining number
of BIs before the coming of the next AW/NW), in addition to the MAC address, timestamp,
and other 802.11 management parameters. On receiving a beacon frame, the station should
insert or refresh the information about this neighbor in its cached neighbor table. The RBI
of a cached neighbor, say Y, will be decreased by one after the end of each BI. Refer to Fig.
17, once the value of RBI reaches 0, it is then reset to Ly − 1 at the next BI. Note that if the
record of a cached neighbor is obsolete, that record will be removed.

The data frame transfer procedure of FAPM is similar to that of 802.11 and operates as
follows. Once station X had a cached record about its PS neighbor Y, X can thus predict
the timings of the Y’s NWs or AWs according to Y’s RBI and Ly. When X intends to
send a data frame to Y, X shall buffer that data frame and wait for the coming of Y’s NW.
When Y’s NBI arrives, X will wake up temporarily for a duration of AW and send an ATIM
frame to Y. On receiving X’s ATIM frame, Y should reply an ATIM-ACK and stay awake
for the entire NBI. After the end of Y’s AW, X begins to send that buffered data frame to
Y, and Y then acknowledges its reception. Recall that, in FAPM, beacon frames should be
sent via the scalable beacon broadcast procedure, which can offer a high successful beacon
broadcast probability.

Although PS stations in FAPM can have different LIs, how a PS station chooses the
appropriate value of LI indeed poses a challenge. Intuitively, the larger the LI, the less
frequently the station wakes up, the more battery power the station can save. On the flip
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Figure 17. The upper part of the figure shows an example of the LI adjustment procedure.
Note that the beacon frame will announce the current values of LI and RBI. The lower part
of the figure shows the configuration of the fuzzy LI controller in FAPM.

side, the smaller the LI, the more frequently the station wakes up, the shorter data reception
delay the station may perceive. In FAPM, a PS station employs the fuzzy control techniques
[7] to dynamically tune the value of LI. More specifically, refer to Fig. 17, at the end of the t-
th LI, the PS destination calculates the average delay and measures its current battery energy
level, and feeds these results to the fuzzy LI controller. On the basis of input measures and
a set of fuzzy control rules, the fuzzy LI controller outputs the appropriate length of the
(t + 1)-th LI. Then FAPM utilizes the newly determined LI to set the positions of BBIs.
Simulation results in [7] show that, via fuzzy control techniques, the average delay of FAPM
can be successfully confined to the predefined constraint (e.g., 1 second).

3. Adaptive Asynchronous Power Management

In this section, we present three representative asynchronous power management protocols,
called GQPM [14], WSF [1], and AAPM [6], in subsections 3.1., 3.2., and 3.3., respectively.
Note that the first two protocols are non-adaptive; only the last one is adaptive.

3.1. GQPM

To overcome the out-of-synchronization problem, the authors of [19,22] proposed two new
beacon interval structures: awake beacon interval (ABI) and sleep beacon interval (SBI).
The structures of these beacon intervals are defined as follows.

1) Each ABI (refer to Fig. 18(a)) starts with a BW (beacon window) followed by a data
window (DW). During the ABI, a PS station always stays awake. The purposes of the ABI
are 1) for a PS station to discover all its neighbors by extending its listening duration to the
maximum, and 2) for a PS station to announce its presence by trying to send out its beacon
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Figure 19. An example of the neighbor maintenance procedure in GQPM. Station X
chooses j-th BIs, for all j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 6}, as its ABIs from the SRI S = 13; while station
Y selects BIs in {1, 3, 4, 5, 7} as its ABIs. We can observe that, even though the clock dif-
ference ∆T between X and Y is slightly greater than one BI, they can still discover each
other within an SRI.

during the BW. That is, a station can broadcast a beacon frame only in its BW. In IEEE
802.11, the purpose of the AW is for a PS station to receive the notification that it should
remain awake after the end of the AW because there is pending data. Since a PS station
stays awake during the whole ABI, the AW is thus needless.

2) Each SBI (refer to Fig. 18(b)) starts with the AW. After the AW ends, a PS station
may enter the doze state during the sleep window (SW). Note that the length of the AW
should be larger than that of the BW. The purpose of the SBI is for a PS station to further
reduce its energy consumption as compared with the ABI.

In the GQPM (grid-quorum-based power management) protocol [19], the sequence of
BIs is divided into sets starting from the 0-th BI such that each continuous S BI forms a
group, called schedule repetition interval (SRI), where

√
S ≥ 1 is an integer. Importantly,

SRI = S is a global parameter and is defined as the consecutive S BIs that constitute the
specific ABI/SBI schedule repeat regularly. In each SRI, the S BIs are arranged as a 2-
dimensional

√
S ×

√
S grid in a row-major manner. On the

√
S ×

√
S grid, a PS station

can arbitrarily pick one column and one row of entries as its ABIs, while the remaining
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and Y follow the WSF rule to select {0, 1, 3} in the SRI S = 7 as their ABI-sets. We
can observe that, even though the clock difference between X and Y, D(X,Y), is slightly
greater than four BIs, they can still discover each other in an SRI.

S − 2
√
S + 1 BIs are all SBIs. For example, in Fig. 19, station X selects the BIs on the

1st row and the 1st column as its ABIs from a 3 × 3 grid, while station Y picks the BIs on
the 2nd and the 2nd column as its ABIs. It is easy to see that, when perfectly synchronized,
X and Y can receive each other’s beacons (thus discover each other) in the 1st and 3rd BIs
of every SRI. As shown in Fig. 19, the authors of [19] have proven that, if no collisions in
beacon broadcast, any two PS neighbors, X and Y, in GQPM can discover each other within
an SRI, regardless of the clock difference ∆T between X and Y. This means that GQPM
can work well in a multi-hop MANET without the need of clock synchronization.

Now we present how a station in GQPM sends data frames to its PS neighbor. Since the
PS station is not always awake, the sending station has to predict when the PS destination
will wake up; i.e., the timings of the receiver’s DWs or AWs. To attain this goal, each
beacon frame should contain a row number and a column number, in addition to the MAC
address, timestamp, and other 802.11 management parameters. The timestamp records the
current time of the sending station and is used by a neighboring station to calculate their
clock difference. The data transfer procedure of GQPM is similar to that of 802.11 and
operates as follows. Once station X has already received a beacon from Y, X can thus
predict Y’s awake/sleep schedule according to Y’s row/column numbers and their clock
difference. If Y’s current DW does not expire, X can directly send that data frame to Y
since Y is known to be awake. Otherwise, X should buffer that data frame and wait for the
coming of Y’s AWs or DWs. During Y’s AW, X sends an ATIM frame to Y. Upon receiving
X’s ATIM frame, Y shall reply an ATIM-ACK and remain awake for the entire BI. After
Y’s AW concludes, X begins to send that data frame and Y has to acknowledge its receipt.
Note that a PS station that neither transmits nor receives an ATIM frame during the AW
may enter the doze state in the SW.

3.2. WSF

To improve GQPM, references [12, 23] and our previous paper [22] concurrently and inde-
pendently proposed the similar protocols, called WSF (wakeup schedule function) in [23],
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Figure 21. In this example, both stations X and Y obey the WSF rule [23] to set their
respective ABI-set. More specifically, (SX,A(SX)) = (21, {0, 3, 4, 9, 11}) is the (21, 5, 1)-
difference set and (SY,A(SY)) = (7, {0, 1, 3}) is the (7, 3, 1) difference set. However,
when X’s clock leads Y’s clock by 5×BI +∆t, where AW < ∆t < BI−BW , X forever
loses Y’s beacons.

CFPP (cyclic finite projective plane) based power management in [22], and CQPM (cyclic
quorum-based power management) protocols in [12]. Let us define the ABI-set as the set
of the positions of ABIs in an SRI. WSF is almost identical to GQPM except for how to
select the ABI-set. Before introducing the WSF, we need to define the (S, k,m)-difference
set [23].

Definition 2. A set D = {a1, a2, · · · , ak} is called a (S, k,m)-difference set if, for every
d ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,S − 1}, there are exactly m ordered pairs (ai, aj) such that d = (aj − ai)
mod S .

For example, D = {0, 1, 3} is a (7, 3, 1)-difference set since 1 = 1 − 0 (mod 7),
2 = 3 − 1 (mod 7), 3 = 3 − 0 (mod 7), 4 = 0 − 3 (mod 7), 5 = 1 − 3 (mod 7), and
6 = 0 − 1 (mod 7). Singer’s theorem [15] states that if k ≥ 2 is a power of a prime, then
there exists a (k2+k+1, k+1, 1)-difference set. In WSF, when a station switches to the PS
mode, it selects the elements in the (k2+k+1, k+1, 1)-difference set as its ABI-set, where
S = k2 + k + 1 is a global parameter. Importantly, as shown in Fig. 20, the authors of [23]
have proven that, if no collisions in beacon broadcast, any two PS neighbors, regardless
of their clock difference, are able to discover each other within an SRI. Let us define the
ABI-ratio, θ, as the ratio of the cardinality of the ABI-set to the SRI. Clearly, the smaller
the ABI-ratio, the less frequently the PS station wakes up, the less energy that station may
consume. The ABI-ratio of GQPM is θGQPM = 2

√
S−1
S , while θWSF = d

√
Se
S ≈ 1

2
θGQPM.

This implies that WSF is much more energy-conserving than GQPM.

3.3. AAPM

The authors of [12,23] have proven that, for any asynchronous power management protocol,
the minimum number of ABIs in an SRI S should be no less than d

√
Se. This implies WSF
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is optimal in terms of ABI-ratio. However, in WSF, all PS stations must have the same
SRI; otherwise, as shown in Fig. 21, WSF may completely fail. Intuitively, the smaller
the ABI-ratio, the less frequently the station wakes up, the more battery power the station
can save. On the flip side, the larger the ABI-ratio, the more frequently the station wakes
up, the shorter data reception delay and neighbor discovery time the station may perceive.
Obviously, none of the fixed-sized SRI can perform well in all situations. We believe that the
major impediment to the success of WSF is how to persuade all manufacturers in the world
to adopt the unified value of SRI for all wireless network interface cards (NICs). Hence
we want to devise a new power management protocol such that a PS station can adaptively
adjust its SRI according to its remaining battery capacity or network traffic conditions.
We say that an asynchronous power management protocol is adaptive and optimal if 1)
every PS station can dynamically tune its SRI, and 2) for all eligible values of SRI S ,
the number of ABIs in an SRI is no more than d

√
Se + 1. The authors of [23] claimed

that the problem of finding an adaptive and optimal wakeup schedule for asynchronous
MANETs is NP-complete. Amazingly, the author of [6] proposed a simple O(1) optimal
adaptive asynchronous power management (AAPM) protocol for practical values of SRI
S , say S ≤ 37. Before introducing the AAPM, we need to define the AA-quorum space,
which is named after the design of AAPM.

Definition 3. Let Si ≥ 3 be an integer and A(Si) = {β1, · · · , βk} be a subset of
{0, 1, · · · ,Si−1}. A collection of pairs C = { (Si,A(Si) ) }1≤i≤m is called an AA-quorum
space if it satisfies the following properties: P1) For all Si 6= Sj , Si and Sj are relatively
prime. P2) For any integer h, we define h⊕A(Si) = {h+βj mod Si | for all βj ∈ A(Si)}.
Then for all Si, we require A(Si) ∩ (h ⊕ A(Si)) 6= ∅. P3) For all Si, A(Si) contains at
least two consecutive integers.

For example, let (S1,A(S1)) = (7,A(7)) = (7, {0, 1, 3}) and (S2,A(S2)) =
(11,A(11)) = (11, {0, 1, 2, 5}), then C = {(7,A(7)), (11,A(11))} is an AA-quorum
space since P1) S1 = 7 ≥ 3 and S2 = 11 ≥ 3 are relatively prime, P2) for any
integer h, say h = 4, A(7) ∩ (4 ⊕ A(7)) = {0, 1, 3} ∩ {4, 5, 0} = {0} 6= ∅ and
A(11) ∩ (4 ⊕ A(11)) = {0, 1, 2, 5} ∩ {4, 5, 6, 9} = {5} 6= ∅, P3) both of A(7) and
A(11) include two consecutive integers, that is, {0, 1}.

The neighbor maintenance of AAPM operates formally as follows. Given the value
of SRI S , let A(S) denote the ABI-set in the SRI S . Every station in AAPM stores the
same awake/sleep schedule table, such as Fig. 22, which is indeed an AA-quorum space
C = { (Si,A(Si) ) }1≤i≤m. A PS station can adjust the value of SRI according to its
residual battery power status or other QoS considerations. Once the value of SRI Si is
determined, refer to Fig. 23(c), the ABI-set is set as A(Si), while the residual BIs in the
SRI are all SBIs. The time complexity of this procedure is O(1) since it involves only table
lookup operations and the table size is constant. Above all, we have the following result.

Theorem 2. The AAPM protocol is adaptive and optimal. In other words, AAPM guar-
antees that, any two PS neighbors, X and Y, are able to discover each other in finite time
regardless of their clock difference D(X,Y) as well as their respective SRIs, SX and SY.
Besides, for each eligible value of SRI Si, the number of ABIs in the SRI Si is no more
than 1 + d

√
Sie.
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SRI ( i) ( i) : T h e  p o sitio n s o f A B Is in  a n  SRI

3 0 1       

5 0 1  2      

7 0 1  3     

1 1 0 1  2  5    

1 3 0 1  3 9     

1 7 0 1  2  4  1 2    

1 9 0 1  2  6  9    

2 3 0 1  2  3 7 1 1

2 9 0 1  2  3 4  9  1 4

31 0 1  3 8  1 2  1 8

37 0 1  2  4  1 0 1 5 2 2

Figure 22. An example of the awake/sleep schedule table stored in a mobile station. For
practicle reasons, Si ≤ 37.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that X’s clock leads Y’s clock by h×BI+∆t,
where h ≥ 0 is an integer and 0 ≤ ∆t < BI . In addition, X and Y select (SX,A(SX)) and
(SY,A(SY)) as their respective (SRI, ABI-set). In what follows, we prove this theorem by
showing that at least one Y’s entire BW is fully covered by X’s awake durations (during
which the radio of the PS station X is on) in finite time, and vice versa. Let us consider four
cases.

Case 1) SX = SY and ∆t = 0. Refer to Fig. 23(a), although Y picks A(SY) as its
ABI-set, Y in fact sets h⊕A(SY) as its ABI-set from the viewpoint of X. Since P2 ensures
that there exists an element βx in A(SX) ∩ (h ⊕A(SY)) 6= ∅, this implies that Y’s BW in
the (βx − h mod SY)-th BI is fully covered by one X’s ABI (i.e., the βx-th BI in the SRI).

Case 2) SX = SY and 0 < ∆t < BI . In this case, the clock of Y falls behind
that of Y in Case 1 by an additional delay ∆t. We use X’s time as the reference time
and, refer to Fig. 23(b), the BW of Q in the (βx − h mod SY)-th BI falls in the range
R1 = [κ1 + ∆t, κ1 + ∆t + BW ], where κ1 is the TBTT of X’s βx-th BI and BW is the
length of the BW. On the other hand, the range of the awake duration of X in the βx-th
and (βx + 1 mod SX)-th BIs is at least R2 = [κ1, κ1 + BI + min{AW,BI}]. Since
BW ≤ AW , we have R1 ⊆ R2 and this case is thus proved.

Remark that, in Cases 1 and 2, the proofs that at least one X’s entire BW is fully covered
by Y’s awake durations can be derived via the similar ways and are hence omitted here.

Case 3) SX 6= SY and ∆t = 0. Refer to Fig.23(c), we can find that, for any ξx ∈ A(SX)
and ξy ∈ A(SY), X’s ξx-th BI (also ABI) in the SRI SX can meet Y’s ξy-th BI (also ABI) in
the SRI SY if and only if the following linear equation has positive integer solutions (p, q).

SX · p + ξx + 1 = D(X,Y) + SY · q + ξy + 1. (5)

Take Fig. 23(c) for example, X’s 0-th BI and Y’s 0-th BI can mutually encounter each
other at the 12-th reference BI since 11 · 1 + 0 + 1 = 12 = 4 + 7 · 1 + 0 + 1. According to
Diophantine’s theorem [17], the equation (5) has infinitely many positive-integer solutions
only when gcd(SX,SY) is a divisor of D(X,Y) + ξy − ξx. The proof of this part follows
from P1 that SX and SY are relatively prime.
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Figure 23. (a) Although Y picks {0, 1, 3} as its ABI-set, Y in fact sets {3, 4, 6} as its ABI-
set from the viewpoint of X. (b) X can receive Y’s beacon in the βx-th BI of X’s SRI. (c)
An example of AAPM neighbor maintenance. Although SX 6= SY, X and Y can discover
each other at least at the 6-th, 12-th, and 13-th reference BIs. (d) X receives Y’s beacon
in the ω-th reference BI and Y receives X’s beacon in the (ω + 1)-th reference BI, where
ω = p∗SX + ξx + 1.

Case 4) SX 6= SX and 0 < ∆t < BI . In this case, the clock of Y falls behind that of
Y in Case 3 by an additional delay ∆t. By P3, both A(SX) and A(SY) include at least two
consecutive integers. We assume that {ξx, ξx + 1} ⊆ A(SX) and {ξy, ξy + 1} ⊆ A(SY).
According to the above proof, there must exist a positive-integer pair (p∗, q∗) such that
p∗SX + ξx + 1 = ω = D(X,Y) + q∗SY + ξy + 1. We use X’s time as the reference time
and, refer to Fig. 23(d), the BW of X in the (ω+1)-th reference BI (also the (ξx+1)-th BI in
the SRI SX) falls in the range R3 = [κ2+BI, κ2+BI+BW ], where κ2 is the TBTT of the
ω-th reference BI. Besides, the range of the awake duration of Y in the ξy-th and (ξy +1)-th
BIs is R4 = [κ2 + ∆t, κ2 + ∆t + 2BI]. Clearly, R3 ⊆ R4. Thus we can conclude that
at least one X’s entire BW is fully covered by Y’s awake duration. On the other hand, the
BW of Y in the ξy-th BI falls in the range R5 = [κ2 + ∆t, κ2 + ∆t + BW ]. Besides, the
range of the awake duration of Y in the ξx-th and (ξx + 1)-th BIs is R6 = [κ2, κ2 + 2BI].
Obviously, R5 ⊆ R6. Thus we can conclude that at least one Y’s entire BW is fully covered
by X’s awake duration. The proof of this part thus follows.

Finally, from Fig. 22, we can observe that |A(Si)| ≤ d
√
Sie + 1 for all Si ≤ 37. This

concludes that AAPM is adaptive and optimal. �

3.3.1. Data Frame Transfer Procedure

The data transfer procedure of AAPM is more complicated than that of FAPM. First, each
beacon in AAPM frame shall contain the TBTT of the current BI, the value of SRI, and the
position of the current BI in the SRI, in addition to the MAC address, timestamp, and other
802.11 management parameters. Refer to Fig. 24, once Y has a cached record about its PS
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Figure 24. An example of the ABI/SBI pattern prediction method. We can find that t1 =
CRTX − IX · BI and t2 = tX − t1.

neighbor X, Y can use the timestamp record to deduce their clock difference D(X,Y), and
X’s current time tX = tY + D(X,Y) if Y finds that X’s clock leads its clock. Refer to Fig.
24, let CRTX be the cached record about the TBTT of the BI, during which Y received the
beacon from X. Moreover, let IX denote the position of the BI in X’s SRI SX in that record.
Therefore, at time tY, the current position of BI δX in X’s SRI SX can be derived via the
following formula.

δX =
⌊(tX − CRTX + IX · BI) mod (SX · BI)

BI

⌋

(6)

where a mod b = a− bba/bc, if both a and b 6= 0 are any real numbers. By comparing δX

and SX with the awake/sleep schedule table (e.g. Fig. 22), Y can hence infer whether X is
currently in ABI or SBI. For example, δX = 5 and SX = 11, then X is currently in ABI and
X’s next BI is SBI.

Once Y intends to send a data frame to its PS neighbor X, Y should first use the above-
mentioned ABI/SBI pattern prediction method to judge whether X is currently in ABI or
SBI. If X is currently in ABI and its DW does not expire, then Y can immediately send a
data frame to X since X is known in awake state. Otherwise, Y shall buffer that data frame
and waits for X’s next BI. If X’s next BI is ABI, then Y can send that buffered data to X
during the DW of the next BI. If X’s next BI is SBI, then Y should first unicast an ATIM
frame to X during the AW of the next BI. Upon reception of Y’s ATIM frame, X should
reply an ATIM-ACK and remains awake for the entire BI. After X’s AW ends, Y begins to
send that buffered data to X, and X then acknowledges its receipt.

4. Conclusion

Mobile stations in a MANET can conveniently communicate with each other, directly or
indirectly through multiple hops, without the installation of fixed infrastructure. Power
management is clearly one of the most important issues in MANETs since mobile stations
often operate with restricted battery power. Fig. 25 summarizes all reviewed power man-
agement protocols in this chapter. According to their different mechanisms, they can be
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Figure 25. Summary of reviewed power management protocols for 802.11-based MANETs.

roughly divided into two categories: synchronous and asynchronous. Each category has
its advantages and disadvantages. The disadvantage of the synchronous power manage-
ment protocols is that they can work well only when PS stations in the whole network can
synchronize their clocks. Thus they are suitable only in a single-hop MANET, such as an
office or an ad hoc conference. On the contrary, asynchronous power management proto-
cols can work well without the need of clock synchronization. Thus they are suitable even
in multi-hop MANETs, such as battlefields or disaster relief areas. However, as compared
with synchronous power management protocols, they are often required much higher idly
cycle in order to overhear neighbors’ beacons.

In this chapter, we first introduced 802.11 power management, which is currently the
most popular MAC standard for single-hop MANETs. However, 802.11 is non-adaptive
from the viewpoint of idle duty cycle. Hence we reviewed some important, adaptive syn-
chronous power management protocols in the literature, including DPSM [14], AQEC [1],
and FAPM [5, 7]. In DPSM, each PS station can adapt its ATIM window size to fit net-
work traffic conditions. In AQEC, each PS station can control the number of AWs in a
QGI according to data arrival rate. In FAPM, each PS station employs fuzzy control tech-
niques to tune the length of listen interval according to its remaining battery energy and
observed delay. Then we reviewed some state-of-the-art asynchronous power management
protocols, including GQPM [19], WSF [23], and AAPM [6]. In GQPM, each PS station
randomly selects one row and one column from a grid as its ABIs in an SRI. In WSF, each
PS station selects elements in the difference set as its ABIs in an SRI. Although WSF is
more energy-conserving than GQPM, it requires that all PS stations have the same SRI.
This means that WSF is non-adaptive. Hence we introduced the AAPM, in which each PS
station can adaptively tune its SRI by using the AA-quorum space techniques.

Finally, we believe that several research problems can be stimulated by this survey
work. Recently, the authors of [18] proposed the TITAN, which tries to cooperate the power
management with on-demand ad hoc routing protocols by letting the PS stations join the
route construction task probabilistically later than active stations. Such cross-layer design
approaches in multi-hop MANETs are attractive and deserve broader/deeper investigation
(for example, considering the interaction between the reviewed power management proto-
cols and routing, TCP, or chemical properties of the battery). On the other hand, the authors
of [13] considered the influence of mobility on the design of ad hoc power management
protocols. We believe that this is another research direction.
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